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ADULT RURAL ROUTE CARRIER
Todd County Area

The Kentucky New Era Circulation Department has an
opening for a motorized rural route newspaper carrier in
Todd County.

This route is located in the Northern Todd, Allegre,
Kirkmansville, Clifty, and Pilot Rock Rd. areas. The route
has 163 customers and takes about 4 hours to complete.
Profit and vehicle mileage allowance on this route is in the
$1,400 to $1600. - per month range when all collections
are made.

Over 75% of the customers on these routes pay directly to
the Kentucky New Era and this minimizes the amount of
collecting that has to be done by the carrier each month.
These routes are a daily ride in the county. If you like to
drive and can work by yourself this may be for you. This
is an independently contracted position that would be
ideal for a resident of the service area.

We pay a variable vehicle allowance that rises as the cost
of gasoline rises. 

Interested applicants should:

1. Have a good, reliable 4 or 6 cylinder car or truck plus 
a backup vehicle.

2. Be able to do light bookkeeping and route accounting, 
or be trainable to do it.

3. Have a good driving record.
4. Be over the age of 19.
5. Have a valid Kentucky drivers license and proof of 

liability insurance.
6. Have no outside employment conflicts for the times you

are running the route.

Please apply to Tony Henson at the Kentucky New Era
Circulation Office, 1618 E Ninth St. Hopkinsville Ky.
between the hours of 9AM and 4PM.
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